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You put your left hand in,
you put your left hand out,
You put your right hand in,
and you shake it all about,
You do the hokey pokey
and you turn yourself around,
That’s what its all about.

From a popular American
game of gesture

This. Is Not a Poem.

Pe rhaps it is unfortunate that
within the mystical allegory of
poetic space, we, as humans,
cannot be replaced by abstra ctions for which we stand.
Faulted by physicality, we are
driven to assume a presence
not merely out of a desire to
chart the coordinates of place
but to follow our pure intuition to formulate the amorphous around us — as a lived
and vectored category consumed by gestures rendered
at times with decisive caution
and, at others, with murderous instinct. This habitual
inclination to announce ourselves as present, as here and
now in the whatever, leads us
to draft the blueprint for the
hierarchy of organized social
structures, super systems, and
all the possible political,
social, human, and theological tyrannies of history.
~
In our two hands we find the
appendages that seek out to

depart from personal inwardness to intervene into a field
that is no longer our own.
We do so in order to begin to
build concepts and representations and to seek out
abstract and sensuous content. In this exploration of
self in relation to place, our
shortsightedness is in the
assumption that we are symmetrical two sided beings.
Subsequently, we gesture into
the world in an incongruent
way failing to understand the
difference between the left
and the right, imbalanced
and swayed by our inherent
bilaterality that places us as
much in the world among
things as within ourselves.
~
As a pivot extended spatially
into many dimensions, our
body launches into a performative and kinesthetic livedout space further innervated
by human intuition to take
detours and deviations from
the habitual. In this framework, the process of thought
rests not on the understand-

ing of time as a linear continuum but as a move that is
altogether lifted out of a
chronology of the narrative
into the ambiguity of poetics.
Beyond Cartesian subjects,
we are molded in relation to
experiences informed by
alienation and the fear of
possible annihilation that
extend our logic from merely
the definitive. Isn’t this why
we have stopped to demand
that our belief be supported
by proof?
~

We are delineated by truth
and by opinion. In ra t i on a lizing the authority over
what we perc e i ve as the
truth, we adopt delusional
strategies in the form of
instructions, faulted codes
and rituals, l e g i s l a t i onand
dictates to produce spin-offs
of the re a l . T h e re is nothing
in art that does not deri ve
f rom the world. And yet if
a rt feels a compulsion to lie,
it may do so boldly without
the need to find an excuse.
In the complexities of its
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authority as art. In its gesture
toward freedom, it may share
what is common to most
functionally driven objects.
However, this gesture in art
projects a future as an overTheodor Adorno
coming of the antinomies of
the present to locate the site
where the place and nature of
change may be staged.
~
The sustainability of a work
of art relates also to a conception of historical time that
provides for an understanding between a work’s internal
organization and its external
projection. This gap between
the world and the work is
what returns the work to
reckon with the past, so that
the present be freed from the
hold of the past to the extent
that the past does not determine the present’s self-conception. This striving for, this
potential, is what enables art
to transcend beyond the here
and now and to seek out
staged matrix, art may gradu- what Adorno refers to as
ally unravel the irony of tac- “the something more” or the
tics and strategies to those of “crackling noise” that extends
us who are in an intoxicated beyond the work’s rational
state of deflection.
construction as art’s appari~
tion. Its apparition doesn’t
Contrary to the human sub- entail something phantasject, art is not bound to the
magorical as if to illicit the
paranoia of finitude or selfimage of ghostly “something
consciousness although art
mores” wandering into infinidoes behave like a human
tude throughout Valery’s
subject. Partly the organiza- museum and mausoleum.
tion of materials and partly
Art’s cunning is the sense of
technology, art additionally
irony with which it sabotages
holds ambiguous matter that anything illusory.
allows it to claim a special
~
Unlike anything human,
art lays claim to being
unable to lie, and thus it
is compelled to lie.
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